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A DAY IN THE
LIFE OF

Alex Aleinikoff

Early in 1994, Michigan
Law Professor T.
Alexander Aleinikoff
took a leave of absence to
serve as General Counsel
of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service at
the United States
Department of Justice.
Third-year student
Rebecca Storey also took
a break from the Law
School and spent the fall
semester working at
INS on an externship?
handling potential
appeals of adverse court
decisions in refugee and
asylum cases. She also
spent a day following
Aleinikoff to observe
him in action, and shared
with LQN this account
of a typical day in the
life of the INS
General Counsel.

Dec. 2, 1994, 8:00 a.m.
In the quintessential Washington power meeting place, the
Willard Hotel on Pennsylvania
Avenue, just one block from
the White House, Alex
Aleinikoff is in the middle of
an immigration debate. His
meeting with a conservative,
reform minded immigration
group has turned into a
challenge of current United
States policy. Aleinikoff is
increasingly the Clinton
administration's front man on
immigration policies, which
were major news stories for
months as waves of refugees
from Cuba and Haiti headed
for the United States.
The meeting typifies the
way many mornings begin in
Washington, especially for
political appointees continental breakfasts and
constituent relations, meeting
and greeting. It is the insidethe-Beltway tango, a dance
Aleinikoff is learning in his
new role.
It has been nearly a year
since Aleinikoff got the call
from U.S. Attorney General
Janet Reno to head the INS's
legal division. But the transformation from University of
Michigan law professor to
Washington insider seems to
suit him well.
Alex Aleinikoff
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"After more than ten years
of writing about government
policy, I finally have the
opportunity to shape it,"
Aleinikoff says. 'The change
has been very rewarding." But
being in the thick of things
has not come without sacrifices, some of which strike
close to Aleinikoff's heart.
"One of the biggest things this
job has done is take me away
from my family," he muses.
He missed his daughter's
eighth birthday when the
Department of Justice sent
him to Cuba in October to
negotiate with Cuban refugees
in the camps at Guantanamo
Bay.
9:30 a.m. Aleinikoff wraps
up his meeting in time to
catch a ride back to headquarters so he can join high-level
INS and Department of Justice
officials for a congressional
briefing. The INS, responding
to increasing political pressures, is announcing new
streamlined political asylum
procedures designed to deter
fraud. On the short ride to
Capitol Hill - in the obligatory dark blue, governmentissue Lincoln - Aleinikoff
and the other Department of
Justice officials engage in
some last-minute preparation.
Spirits are high as they review
documents and share latebreaking information.
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Aleinikoffs job today is to
serve as an educator as well as
legal advisor, helping to
explain the new policies to
Senate and House staff
members. After more than a
decade of teaching constitutional law, immigration and
refugee law, and race discrimination at the Law School,
the educator's role comes
naturally. His role as Department of Justice attorney is also
familiar, however. Before
joining the faculty, Aleinikoff
spent three years in the Office
of Legal Counsel of the
Department of Justice and as
counselor to the associate
attorney general.
Wielding press releases,
informational packets, and _..
good humor, Aleinikoff's
group takes the podium. The
growing national controversy
over illegal immigration and
related issues has drawn a
standing-room only crowd.
After the briefing Aleinikoff
is ecstatic. "This was double
the normal turnout," he
remarks as he wades through
a crowd of Hill staff. With the
INS frequently under fire from
both the public and the
Congress, he is encouraged by
the generally friendly tenor of
questions from congressional
staffers.
The INS, a long-neglected
and underfunded agency,
frequently has suffered
accusations of a lack of
professionalism. One of
Aleinikoff's main goals as
general counsel is to make the
agency more service-oriented
and to restore a sense of
professionalism. His obvious
pride in a job well done is
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evident. "It was a polished
presentation," he remarks,
"We were well-prepared and
it showed."
11: 15 a.m. Back at the INS
headquarters in its crowded,
windowless conference room,
Aleinikoff stands beside his
long-time friend and colleague, INS Commissioner
Doris Meissner, as they face
representatives of nongovernmental organizations.
The educator in him once
again takes center stage as he
and Meissner explain the new
asylum regulations to the
group. Traditionally watchdogs of the agency, the NGOs
are surprisingly docile today
and express only mild dismay
about the restrictive new
policies. Their cooperation is a
testimony to the effectiveness
of Aleinikoff and Meissner's
consensus-building philosophy and approach.
"When the agency began to
consider proposals for asylum
reform, we brought NGOs in
on the process," Aleinikoff
explains. "We also seriously
considered all of the comments that were submitted in
response to the proposed
regulations. Where it was
feasible and appropriate, we
incorporated the suggestions
into the final rule."

12:00 p.m. Amidst glaring
lights and camera crews
jockeying for position,
Aleinikoff confers with
Commissioner Meissner as
she prepares to give a press
conference. All the major
networks are represented.
Aleinikoff stations himself off
to the side, just outside the
range of the numerous
assembled cameras and
microphones.
'This is just how I like to
keep things," he remarks.
"I like to be keeping an eye on
things from the sidelines. I'm
there if they need me, but I'm
not in the spotlight." However, anonymity is not in the
cards for Aleinikoff today. As
the press conference draws to
a close, reporters descend
upon him.
After handling a few
questions, Aleinikoff invites
reporters to call him in his
office that afternoon. In the
solitude of the empty corridor
Aleinikoff explains, "It is
important to develop a good
relationship with the reporters. If you have a relationship,
they are more likely to contact
you and listen to what you
have to say before they run a
critical story."
1 :00 p.m. Armed with a
tuna sandwich and a thick
stack of message slips,
Aleinikoff settles in at his desk
to fire off a few calls. He
speaks with a New York Times
reporter and confirms a
speaking engagement. Next,
he calls a call to a senate
staffer. 'The senator was too
busy to take the Attorney
General's call, so I've been
asked to call his staffer,"
Aleinikoff explains. "Can you
imagine being too busy to
take Reno's call?"
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1 :45 p.m. Aleinikoff is on
the move again, this time to a
highly confidential meeting at
the White House. A core
group of top administration
officials are discussing
pressing immigration-related
issues. "I wish I could take
you with me," he tells an aide,
"but it is very top-secret. I'm
surprised I'm even invited,"
he jokes.
4:00 p.m. Top secrets aside,
Aleinikoff is attending to the
less glamorous side of his job
- supervising a staff of more
than 400 attorneys. He is
interviewing a candidate for
a position in the General
Counsel's office. 'The INS is
an agency in transition,"
he explains to the candidate.
"It is moving away from its
Cowboy Agency image and
becoming more of a policy
agency." That's precisely the
reason that the administration
has recruited academics like
himself.
The interview is interrupted by a puzzling call on
Aleinikoff's secured phone
line, a line which cannot be
tapped. It is the first call he
has received on this special
line in almost a year on the
job. "When I answered the
phone," Aleinikoff recounts,
"the person on the other end
said, 'Hi there, Prairie Dog."'
It is a wrong number, but he
laughs and jokes that somebody must have forgotten to
tell him his code name.

4:45 p.m. Aleinikoff is
rushing down the hall in
typical fashion (his secretary
says she needs running shoes
just to keep up with him) to
check in on the status of
pending litigation. Halfway
down the hall he stops to help
a secretary who is struggling
to load heavy computer boxes
onto a dolly. He commonly
takes time for such courtesies,
and it makes him popular
with his staff.
6: 15 p.m. As evening
descends on Washington,
Aleinikoff is still immersed in
legal briefs and memos. After
stopping to spend a few
minutes in shared camaraderie with some of his attorneys,
Aleinikoff turns out his lights
and heads for home to spend
a few precious hours with his
family. But tomorrow he will
be back, with his dancing
shoes laced, performing the
inside-the-Beltway tango
once more.

- by Rebecca Story, 3L
and jay Reiff, freelance writer

"After more than
ten years of writing
about government policy,
I finally have the
opportunity to shape it.
The change has been
very rewarding."
-

ALEX ALEINIKOFF
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Kent Syverud

Ed Cooper

Syverud
replaces
Cooper
in associate
deanship
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AFTER THIRTEEN AND HALF

years of dedicated service,
Ed Cooper has stepped down
from his post as associate
dean for academic affairs.
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman
has appointed Professor Kent
Syverud to the post. Cooper
resumed teaching duties as
Syverud became associate
deanjanuary 1.
Dean Lehman said, "The
position of associate dean for
academic affairs is a complex,
often thankless job, requiring
almost infinite resources of
tact, creativity, and patience,
as well as a pretty thick skin.
The Law School benefited
enormously from Ed Cooper's
long and devoted service in
this position. His calm,
unflappable nature, his
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supremely good judgment,
and his gentle wit have been a
source of strength for the Law
School during three different
deanships, and we are all
profoundly grateful to him."
An expert in civil procedure, Syverud is also wellknown as an exceedingly civil
individual. He will bring to
the role his deep concern for
students, staff, his fellow
faculty, and the Law School
itself. Said Lehman, "I count
myself extraordinarily fortunate that Kent Syverud has
agreed to serve as associate

dean for the next two years.
A high priority of my
deanship is to make sure that
we are providing our students
with the finest professional
education available, and no
member of the faculty is more
devoted to our students than
Kent is. He has the universal
respect of his colleagues, and
I look forward to a successful
and rewarding collaboration
with him."
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U-M Law School awarded $1.5 million from W. K. Kellogg Foundation
A more effective legal
system for foster children is
the goal of a new Child
Welfare Law Program at the
University of Michigan Law
School.
The Law School won a
$1.5 million grant from the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation to
create the program. The grant
is part of the Kellogg
Foundation's $22 million
Families for Kids Initiative to
reform foster care in the belief
that too many children spend
too long in such care. The
initiative targets nine states
and communities throughout
the nation in a multi-year
effort to facilitate dramatic
changes in the child welfare
system.
The purpose of the Law
School's program is to
enhance the quality and
availability of child-centered
legal services in the nine target
areas. The Child Welfare Law
Program will be connected
with the school's Child
Advocacy Law Clinic, headed
by clinical professors Donald
N. Duquette and Suellyn
Scamecchia.
The three-year Kellogg
grant will fund six major
activities. These activities
were carefully designed to
refocus the legal aspects of the
child welfare system on the
needs of individual children
and to promote legal advocacy
for children.

The new program will:
program will also lead legal
newsletter. The Michigan
reform focus groups and
resource center will be a
• Create Kellogg Child
Law Fellows. Each summer,
follow-up legal reform
prototype for the development
twenty law students with
progress meetings, involving
of similar centers in the other
ability and interest in child
lawyers, judges, members of
target communities.
"It is terrific to receive this
welfare law will receive
key legislative committees,
grant," said Duquette, who
training at the Law School,
social workers, state child
then be placed for ten weeks
welfare agency officials,
was instrumental in crafting
in child welfare law offices.
advocacy group representathe program proposal. "Child
At least five of the fellows
tives , and foster parents. The
welfare law is an important
each year will be Michigan
focus groups and progress
field, and combining our
law students.
meetings will allow communi- talents and experience with
ties to compare their experithe foundation's resources
• Identify and network
existing child welfare law
ences, discuss areas of mutual
should improve the lives of
offices in the target areas
concern and share strategies
children who are in foster care
for improvements.
throughout the United States,
or facing foster care. Ours will
disseminate information on
be an important partnership
• Establish a Child
model child welfare programs
Welfare Law Resource Center
with the Kellogg Families for
and practices, and help
for Michigan. The center will
Kids Initiative and the target
,. have four major objectives:
establish new ones.
communities.
organizing a network of
"The goal of achieving
• Develop an active
network of child law teachers
lawyers practicing child
permanent families for
and scholars who will share
welfare law in the state;
children will be frustrated
materials to encourage and
providing high-quality
without a child-sensitive legal
improve the teaching of child
training sessions for 50 to 100 system. In tum, a childwelfare law and to pursue
such lawyers and judges
sensitive legal system depends
national standards for lawyer
annually; developing practice
upon a bench and bar of
manuals for each attorney role considerable sophistication and
performance in this field .
(the agency, child's and
competence," Duquette added.
• Select four advanced
parents' attorneys); and
Child Welfare Law and Policy
Law School Dean Jeffrey
Lehman noted, "This grant
Fellows each year from
providing technical assistance
attorneys, judges, or law
to member lawyers, including
will greatly strengthen the
professors in the target
phone consultation, research
postion of the Law School as a
communities. These advanced assistance, a computer
leader in this important field
fellows will spend a semester
network, and a quarterly
and will help focus law
at the University of Michigan
and eight months in their
home communities. The
"The goal of achieving permanent families for
educational goal for the
advanced fellows is exposure
children will be frustrated without a child-sensitive
to an interdisciplinary aplegal system. In turn, a child-sensitive legal system
proach to child welfare law
depends upon a bench and bar of considerable
and an in-depth knowledge of
sophistication and competence."
current law and public policy
in the field.
- DONALD N. OUQUETIE
• Direct legal reform in
Kellogg target communities.
The program will offer legal
consultation on child welfare
law, legal policy and child
welfare law training. The
LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES
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schools and the legal profession
generally on the serious unmet
legal needs of children."
The Kellogg Foundation has
five specific outcomes it hopes
to promote through the
Families for Kids Initiative.
They are: that any family in
contact with the child welfare
system will have ready access
to services which help them
solve or cope with everyday
problems; that within one year,
each child who enters the child
welfare system will be found a
permanent home; that to
ensure consistency, a family
and a child will work with the
same caseworker or casework
team until the child finds a
permanent home; that a
family's needs will be evaluated
by a single, coordinated
assessment process that
includes all family members;
and that children will not be
shuttled between foster homes
but will remain in a single,
stable foster home in their own
neighborhood.
The W. K. Kellogg Foundation was established in 1930 to
"help people help themselves."
As a private grant-making
organization, it provides seed
money to organizations and
institutions that have identified
problems and designed constructive action programs
aimed at solutions.
Most foundation grants are
awarded in the areas of youth,
leadership, philanthropy and
volunteerism, communitybased health services, higher
education, foods systems, rural
development, groundwater
resources in the Great Lakes
area, and economic development in Michigan.
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Clinics
expand

staff

The Law School's clinical
programs added three new
staff members this fall, and are
expanding enrollment capacity for these popular courses.
Mary Ann Snow and
Brenda Thornton joined the
Women and the Law Clinic as
clinical assistant professors.
Snow, an attorney with
Legal Services of Southeastern
Michigan, has been supervising Michigan law students
with the Family Law Project
since 1992. She previously
was an assistant U.S. attorney
in the Eastern District of
Virginia and an assistant
prosecuting attorney for the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
She defended legal and
medical malpractice cases at
the appellate level as an
associate with the Washington, D.C. firm of Jordan,
Coyne, Savits & Lopata from
1985 to 1988, and handled a
similar caseload when she
moved to Norfolk and joined
the firm of Williams, Kelly &
Greer. She earned her law
degree from the Catholic
University of America Columbus School of Law in 1983.
Snow notes that her new
role with the clinic expands
upon her work with the
Family Law Project. 'The
work at the Women and the
Law Clinic is somewhat
broader; it includes sexual
harassment and employee
discrimination, in addition to
domestic violence and child
custody cases," she says.
"With the clinic, I've really
enjoyed teaching in a structured classroom setting and
working with law students on

cases, simulations, and mock
trials. We're offering students
a lot of practical application
opportunities with real cases
as well as simulations, which
is just a tremendous experience to take into their lives as
new attorneys."
A desire to teach brought
Thornton to the clinic. She
has six years' experience in
private practice, where she
specialized in family law and
employment law. Most
recently, she was assistant
general counsel for SMART,
the regional transportation
authority for the Detroit
suburban area. In 1989, she
taught legal research and
writing at Oakland Community College. Thornton
graduated cum laude from
Detroit College of Law in
1987.
With additional staff, the
Women and the Law Clinic
was able to expand enrollment from ten students to
twenty in the winter term.
Naomi Woloshin joined
the Child Advocacy Clinic
this fall as a staff attorney.
She previously was in private
practice in Chicago, specializing in domestic relations. She
also has prosecuted attorney
misconduct hearings for the
Illinois Attorney Registration
and Disciplinary Commission
of the Illinois Supreme Court.
She worked as a mediator for
the Circuit Court of Cook
County. "The thing I'm most
excited about is integrating
my mediation experience into
the clinic and handling cases
in the Washtenaw juvenile
Court," Woloshin says. She
graduated cum laude from the
University of Wisconsin Law
School in 1984.
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The Program in Legal
Assistance for Urban Communities welcomes Warren T.
Dean, new clinical assistant
professor and specialist in
urban economic development
law. Dean was most recently
assistant director of the law,
properties and development
section for the city of Cleveland, where his work particularly related to housing and
economic development. Prior
to that he was an associate at
Jones, Day, Reavis and Pogue
in Cleveland, where he
practiced as a member of the
environmental health and
safety section. Dean is a
graduate of Stanford Law
School and he also has a
master's degree in urban and
regional planning from the
University of Wisconsin.
He will be involved with
students on a number of
projects, including some
possible new rental housing
construction in the Detroit
area. ''I'll also be working
with students on monitoring
state legislative proposals
related to urban development," adds Dean.
The Law School is
continuing to explore ways
to make diverse clinic
experience available to the
increasing numbers of
interested students.

Brenda Thornton

Naomi Woloshin

Warren Dean

Mary Ann Snow

Field's efforts for women recognized
Julie Field received the
1994 Mary Foster Award from
the Women Lawyer's Association of Michigan.
The award is given to a
WLAM member who has
demonstrated leadership,
talent, and significant contributions to women attorneys

and women in general. Field
was recognized for representing the victims of domestic
violence or discrimination at
the Law School's Women and
the Law Clinic, which she
directs. She currently represents Jennifer Ireland, a U-M
student who is appealing a

Macomb County Circuit Court
ruling that grants custody of
her 3-year-old daughter to the
child's father because Ireland
uses day care while she is in
class.
Field is the director at large
for WLAM and co-chair of its
Reproductive Rights Committee.
LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES
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Shaw argues
desegregation case
before Supreme
Court
Theodore Shaw, an assistant
professor now on leave to the
NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund Inc., argued
a case before the U.S. Supreme
Court in January that could
have a significant impact on the
future of school desegregation.
Shaw is representing the
Kansas City School District and
a group of African American
parents in Missouri v. Jenkens, a
case that questions how to
determine the success of
integration efforts. The State of
Missouri claims it has met its
court-ordered obligations to
provide equal education
opportunities; the school
district and parents are arguing
that desegregation efforts must
continue because student
achievement has not improved.
In 1986, the state and the
school district were found to
share liability for unconstitutional segregation in the
schools. Since then, the state
has spent $800 million and the
school district another $500
million to upgrade facilities and
educational programs. Two
lower federal courts have found
that the state must continue to
pay for school improvements,
in part because student
achievement test scores are at
or below national norms.
The state contends that test
scores are an irrelevant measure
of whether or not discrimination still exists in the schools.
The schools believe achievement scores provide evidence
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that the state has not adequately remedied the actions
that resulted in substandard
schools.
The high court's ruling
could affect hundreds of school
districts that remain under
court-supervised desegregation
plans.

Visiting faculty
Another group of accomplished
visitingfacuity are enriching the
Law School's curriculum. Winter
term visitors include:
Elizabeth Anderson is an
associate professor of philosophy and women's studies at
the U-M. She teaches and "
conducts research in the areas
of ethics, social and political
philosophy, philosophy of the
social sciences, and feminist
theory. Anderson was
awarded the University's
Arthur F. Thurnau Professorship for excellence in undergraduate teaching in 1994
and is the author of Value

in Ethics and in Economics.
At the Law School, she is
teaching a seminar called Law,
Economics, and Alternatives
to Both.

Charles Borgsdorf is a
partner in Hooper, Hathaway,
Price, Beuche and Wallace in
Ann Arbor. He taught Lawyers
and Clients here l~st winter
and is offering the class again
this term.
William E. Fisher is a
partner at Dykema Gossett in
Detroit, specializing in estate
planning. He is co-teaching a
course on Estate and Gift Tax
with Professor Douglas Kahn.
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Koichiro Fujikura is a
professor of law at the
University of Tokyo. He holds
undergraduate degrees from
Doshisha University in Kyoto
and from Amherst College.
He also has earned graduate
degrees in law from the
Northwestern University and
Harvard Law Schools. He last
visited and taught at the Law
School in 1987. This term, he
will teach the Japanese Legal
System course.
Rod Glogower is rabbinic
advisor for B'nai B'rith Hillel
Foundation serving U-M and
Ann Arbor. Also a repeat
visitor, he is again teaching
Jewish Law.
Elizabeth Kinney, a 1968
graduate of the Law School, is
regional director for the
National Labor Relations
Board, processing unfair labor
practice cases in the Chicago
area. Previously, she was
assistant general counsel to
the Division of Operations
Management for the NLRB in
Washington. She is teaching
Advanced Problems Before
the National Labor Relations
Board.
Peter Kuijper, a legal advisor
to the European Commission,
will be teaching the European
Union and International
Economics!frade Relations.
Michael Mcintyre, a graduate of Harvard Law School,
has taught various tax law
courses at Wayne State
University for more than
fifteen years. He is the
founding editor of Tax Notes
International and currently

serves on its advisory board.
He also has been a consultant
to the Navajo Tribe on
business activity tax matters
and has taught American
Indian Law. He is teaching
Tax I this term.

Leo O'Brien is a professor
emeritus at the University of
California Hastings College of
Law. He previously has served
on the faculties at the University of San Francisco,
Gonzaga, and Notre Dame
Law Schools, and was dean of
Loyola Law School. At the
Law School this term, he is
teaching Evidence and Civil
Procedure II.
Steven Pepe, a frequent Law
School visitor, is again
teaching Lawyers and Clients.
A U.S. Magistrate, he formerly
was director of the Law
School's clinical programs.
Steven W. Rhodes, JD. '72,
a federal bankrupcy judge in
Detroit for the past ten years,
has taught bankruptcy at the
Law School twice. This term,
he returns to teach Advanced
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.
Mark Rosenbaum, general
counsel of the ACLU Foundation of Southern California,
taught Public Interest Litigation in the 90's last year.
This year he returns for six
weeks to repeat that seminar
and to teach Advanced
Constitutional Litigation and
Remedies.
Benjamin Schwendener, a
partner in Honigman Miller
Schwartz and Cohn in
Lansing, returns to the Law
School for the second year to
teach State Taxation.
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Ted Shaw, currently on leave
from the Law School faculty
to serve as associate directorcounsel of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational
Fund, Inc., will return for a
week in February and again
in April to teach a seminar
called Race, Racism and
American Law.

Steven D. Smith is an
associate professor at the
University of Colorado Law
School. A First Amendment
scholar, he has written many
articles on the free exercise of
religion, the separation of
church and state, and related
court decisions. He is teaching
Introduction to Constitutional
Law and a course called
Religion and the Constitution.

Al Sommer, a 1958 Harvard
Law School graduate, served
as a commissioner with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission from 1973-76.
He has been a partner at
Washington law firms, most
recently Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius. He is teaching
Securities Regulation during
the winter term and residing
at the Lawyer's Club.

Edward Stein, j.D. '66, is a
partner at the Ann Arbor law
firm of Stein, Moran &
Westerman, P.C. He is
teaching Trial Practice.

1994 Faculty publications
It was another prolific year for the
University of Michigan Law School
faculty, who published the works listed
below in 1994.

Layman Allen

Jose Alvarez

"Controlling Inadvertent Ambiguity in the Logical Structure of Legal Drafting by Means of
Prescribed Definitions of the A-Hohfeld Structural Language," with Charles Saxon,
9 Theoria No. 21 135-172.
"Legal Issues," a chapter in A Global Agenda: Issues before the 49th General Assembly,
(S. Woolfson and]. Tessitore, eds).
"Positivism Regained, Nihilism Postponed," (review essay) 15 Michigan journal.

of International Law 74 7.
'The 'Right to Be Left Alone' and the General Assembly," in 5 ACUNS Reports and Papers 5.
Book reviews of United Nations, Divided World, About Face? The United States and the
United Nations, and Financing and Effective United Nations, in 88 American journal of
International Law 82 7.

David Chambers

Edward Cooper

"AIDS, Gay Men, and the Code of the Condom," 29 Harvard Civil Rights/Civil Liberties
Law Review 353.
1994 Supplements, Volumes 13, 13A, 15A, 15B, and 17, Federal Practice & Procedure:
jurisdiction 2d, with C.A. Wright and R.A. Miller.
1994 Supplements, Volumes 16 and 18, Federal Practice & Procedure: jurisdiction,
with C.A. Wright and R.A. Miller.
"Discovery Cost Allocation: Comment on Cooter and Rubinfeld," 23 journal of Legal Studies 465.
"Interstate Consolidation: A Comparison of the ALI Project with the Uniform Transfer
of Litigation Act," 54 Louisiana Law Review 897.
A Summary of the Dec. 1, 1993 Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
reprinted in 1 Resource Materials: Civil Practice and Litigation 1 (S. Schreiber, ed).

Steven Croley

"Imperfect Information and the Electoral Connection," 47 Politcal Research Quarterly 509.
LAW QUADRANGLE N OTES
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Don Duquette

Publications
"Michigan Child Welfare Law: Child Protection, Foster Care, and Termination
of Parental Rights," Michigan Department of Social Services Publication No. 374, revised.
"Scottish Children's Hearings and Representation for the Child" injustice for Children
(Stuart Asquith, ed.) (Martinus Nijhof, Amsterdam).
Book review of Myers, Legal Issues in Child Abuse and Neglect (Newbury Park, Calif.:
Sage Publications, 1992) in 6(2) Community Alternatives: International journal of Family Care.

Rebecca Eisenberg

"Technology Transfer and the Human Genome Project: Problems with Patenting
Research Tools," 5 RISK- Health Safety and Environment 163.
"A Technology Policy Perspective on the NIH Gene Patenting Controversy,"

55 University of Pittsburgh Law Review 633.
"DNA Patenting, Technology Transfer, and Genome Research," with Robert Cook-Deegan,
5 Human Genome News No. 6 at 6.

Phoebe Ellsworth

"Deja vu all over again: Elliott's critique of eyewitness experts," with S. Kassin and V. Smith,
18 Law and Human Behavior, 203-10.
"William James and Emotion: ls A Century of Fame Worth a Century of Misunderstanding?",
101Psychological Review 222-229.
"Stress and Health in First-Year Law Students: Women Fare Worse," with D.M. Mcintosh,].
Keywell, and A. Reifman, 24 journal of Applied Psychology 14 74.
"Sense, Culture and Sensibility," in Emotion and Culture: Empirical Studies of Mutual Influence
(S. Kitayama and H. Markus, eds).
"Hardening of the Attitudes~ Americans' Views on the Death Penalty," with Sam Gross, 50(2)
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